
Case Study

Hello Bio

Hello Bio uses ResearchGate Sponsored Email to create qualified leads and 

establish its brand among relevant researchers.

The company

The challenge

As a newly established company with a unique product range, Hello Bio wanted to increase their 

amount of qualified leads to generate additional business and establish their voice among stem cell 

researchers.

Their goal was to raise awareness with a free trial of their product by giving customers “a product in 

their lab that will then encourage them to buy more,” according to Sam Roome, Director of Marketing 

for Hello Bio.

The solution

Hello Bio created a content post on ResearchGate highlighting a mini review the company had written 

about small molecules in stem cell research.

“When people are on ResearchGate, they tend to gather information rather than comparing prices or 

looking at offers. We had a review about the use of small molecules in stem cell biology and that’s 

what the email focused around” explained Roome.

Hello Bio used Sponsored Emails to spark interest in their products by producing a mini content post 

delivered to relevant users’ inboxes.

“We were targeting post-doc and primary investigators in stem cell institutions,” said Roome.
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Hello Bio was founded by a team of scientists and chemists to support life 

science research. The company aims to manufacture a range of high quality 

life science tools that it can offer at a low cost to researchers around the 

world.
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Results

The sponsored emails had an open rate of 32% and a click-through-rate of 3.9%. Hello Bio’s content post 

has so far been viewed more than 300 times.

Compared to previous email and content marketing programmes, Roome was very pleased with 

ResearchGate’s results. “We recently undertook a similar campaign to this Sponsored Email with another 

supplier, but they didn’t offer the same breadth of targeting that we had with ResearchGate – and it 

yielded very disappointing results. In addition, as a personal feeling, the supplier was not nearly as 

helpful or sympathetic to our needs, as ResearchGate has been.”
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The content post generated 95 leads for Hello Bio, with 45 leads expressing interest in being contacted 

again. “We were targeting post-doc and primary investigators mainly in academia, and that’s what we got 

in terms of leads. Our customers tend to be either post-doc researchers or primary investigators that set 

up their individual new labs,” explained Roome.
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About Hello Bio
• Founded in 2014
• Manufacturer and supplier of Life Sciences products such as antagonists, inhibitors, 
  activators, antibodies, and fluorescent tools
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Facts
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Goals
• Increase qualified leads from stem cell audience
• Drive content downloads
• Increase pipeline of leads to nurture

Approach
• Content post on the Hello Bio institution page 
• Sponsored Emails to drive traffic from relevant researchers to their content 

Results
• 32% open rate
• Average CTR of 3.9% 
• 300 views of Institution Post
• 95 leads

“The ResearchGate team is very professional and sympathetic to the size 

of the organization and the support we need, which is something

that I haven’t come across even in my previous roles

in other organizations.”

Sam Roome, PhD, Director of Marketing for Hello Bio




